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120 hours on the streets
Russ COOPER

YOUTH

"L only got four hours sleep last night, but
I feel on top of the world,” said a blearyeyed and bundled-up Josh Redler,
Concordia’ Five Days for the Homeless
co-chair, after his third night sleeping
outside the GM Building.
For all participating in the campaign
to raise money for homelessness, it may
be cold outside, but at least it's warm in
their hearts.
From March 15 to 20, students will be
spending 120 hours on the street to sup-
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dents in 17 schools will be aiming to raise
$100 000 for local causes - Concordia's
team is striving to collect $30 000.
As of Wednesday, the group had collected over $10 000 in cash donations
from passers-by. They're hoping the yetto-be-collected pledges from the university, CSU, CASA, JSMB and the Dean of
Students will add an additional $10 000.
Thanks to their success in Concordia'’s
first campaign last year, the crowd of
brave volunteers has increased dramatically. The group has grown from three to
12 - eight students and alumni from
across all faculties as well as four from
UdeM's HEC.
Second-time participant Redler, who
served as an organizer last year, is
encouraging faculty, staff and administration to join in the effort. For the second year in a row, JMSB professor
Mahesh Sharma, nearly 72, spent a night
on the street.
President Judith Woodsworth joined
the campers for breakfast at 7:30 Tuesday
morning, welcoming them into the waking world with fresh coffee and muffins.
“T learned last year, it’s all about layering. We're basically going out there with

the clothes on our backs, so were going
prepared,” says Redler. "I might bring an
extra pair of socks or gloves, but other
than that, I'm just going to wing it and
see how it goes.
The unpredictability of just-seeinghow-it-goes seems to be an integral part
of the Five Days campaign. Beyond the
potential for erratic shifts of inhospitable
weather, the target of $30 000 might be a
bit more elusive this year due to tight
economic times, states Redler, but the
team remains hopeful.
Last year, the group had a number of
donations beyond mere pocket change.
“One girl came by and dropped us $70
cash, saying ‘Id probably only spend it on
something useless anyway. Another cash

Students share one of those special early morning moments after spending night two
of five sleeping in front of the GM Building on De Maisonneuve. (Left to right) Nicco
Gosmino, Maxence Guérin and Tim Knight.

donation was for $500. It was really unbelievable”
The group was even rewarded with an
anonymous $15 000 pledge. “When we
found out, we were jumping up and

down, yelling like crazy: And while the
official total collected at the end of campaign last year was $38 397, organizers
continued to receive donations for weeks
afterwards. The final tally reached over
$42 000.
They have added many activities and
events to bring a bit of fun to their time
on the street. “One event I'm really looking forward to is the silent dance party? _
says Redler.
The wrap-up party will be at held at
Reggie's on the evening of March 20. T
he group will also continue to collect
donations after their time on the streets
Five Days co-chair Josh Redler
President Judith Woodsworth.
is up. Visit www.5days.ca.
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Liberal Arts College turns 30
Russ Cooper

Reminiscing back over its 30-year
history, Liberal Arts College
Professor and co-founder Fred
Krantz remembers the institution's beginnings fondly. He nostalgically recalls a $3 000 donation from long-time LAC supporter Stan Tucker that would
begin the legacy of Concordia
‘Ultimate Book Club:
"In 1978, [Political Science
Professor and LAC co-founder]
Harvey Shulman and I drove to
New York City in a beat-up rented
van, staying in flea-bag motels so
we could spend every cent on

books for the college,” he
recounts. "The van was packed
top to bottom with dusty books. I
think we even ruined the shocks.”
To this day, if you visit the college and venture up to the second-floor library, youll see the
shock-busting repository that's
fueled the finest in curious thinking for three decades.
What began in 1978-79 has
now become one of the university's flagship centres of learning.
Based on the teachings of great

Those were the good old days... "That photo was really nice to see. | still
had hair," says Fred Krantz of this shot of the 1984 graduation at the LAC.
Krantz stands with grads Francine Perkal (left) and Maria Gerdes.

thinkers and texts, the LAC pro-

vides students with a well-rounded education and enables them
to become critical thinkers.
"We had ideas of what education should be,” says Krantz, who
served as principal from inception to 1986, then as vice principal for six years after. "We wanted
educated people to deal with the
world. I think we've done that.”
From March 19 to 21, the LAC
will be holding its anniversary
festivities, including discussion

panels, an alumni breakfast, a
speech from LAC grad and executive director of human rights
group UN Watch Hillel Neuer, as
well as a special edition of their
annual theatre production by
current students. This year: a rendition of Oscar Wilde's Salome.
Different than productions of
past years (including Moliére’s Of
Cuckolds and Strumpets and
Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland), the cast of eight students
will present this quintessential

piece to all in attendance - an
opportunity organizers are very
excited about.
"How often do you get the
chance to meet a bunch of grads
going back 30 years? Normally,
[the play] is just for students. This
year, we have the show for the
students and for 200 alumni,” says
costume designer Heidi Lewis.
"We're pretty proud of this
place so it'll be pretty interesting
to see what people have to say
about how it started off here,"
says director Telly Vlachakis.
"L have always felt that the college is a hidden jewel not only of
Concordia, but for Canadian
higher education in general.
There's really no comparable program in the rest of the country,’
says Jean Proulx

[BA 06], who

works as an assistant for MP and
former astronaut Mare Garneau.
it's a testament to
Concordia’s progressive stance,
commitment to learning and stu-

"| think

dents and open-mindedness.”
Present-day Principal and LAC
grad Ariela Freedman, currently
on sabbatical, also recalls the
pleasure she derived from her

time as an LAC student, and how
fortunate she is to be a part of the
college at this juncture and into
its future.
"I still feel lucky to teach in a
place where being intellectually
adventurous

is more

important

than a narrow definition of
expertise,” she says. "I hope that
the college remains a haven for
reading and for ideas and for
bright and adventurous students
who read the books as though
they were maps for living. I think
the college manages to be very
intimate and also very challeng-

ing. I hope it can retain that.”
However, before the future generation ofcritical thinkers can get
started, this year's class must still
perform Salomé to a packed De
Seve Cinema of alumni. and
guests — a performance, however
invigorating, isn't far out of mind
for Lewis and Vlachakis.
"I'm thinking about the 30 years
of experience in critical thinking
trained at the Liberal Arts College
watching us... times 200," says
Lewis.

Vlachakis adds, "It's gonna be
horrifying.”

Youth Fusion making a difference in Montreal high schools
Russ COOPER

Addressing drop out rates,
delinquency, political disengagement and violence, Youth
Fusion has connected students
from Concordia with students
from James Lyng and PierreDupuy, two of Montreal's most
disadvantaged high schools.
The goal is to motivate high
school students towards actively
being a part of their community
and become socially conscious,
responsible and creative citizens.
"We did a lot of research and
we found students in top-ranked
schools had many opportunities
presented to them, while bottom-

ranked ones didn't,” says Gabriel
Bran Lopez, Youth Fusion's
Founder and General Manager.
"We found that when opportunities aren't available, there's no
sense of belonging in the schools.
So why would you go everyday?
What we're trying to do is create a
sense of community and a reason
to get involved. It's not about
grades; it's about a place to
belong.
"We're trying to teach them
they have a voice."
Until May 25, five Concordia
students will become mentors at
James Lyng and two will go to

Pierre-Dupuy, "to teach high
school students they do have the
power to make a difference." The
mentors will help initiate various
activities such as a young entrepreneurs club, student governments, school newspapers, environmental green teams, a science
fair and an end-of-year musical
concert. So far, the Concordia
interns have recruited 120 students from Lyng and Dupuy.
"We're going beyond just being
there for a couple days or hours.
The interns are there roughly 15
hours-a-week for a month. The
best part is that were not only
empowering high school students,
but also Concordia students.’
But more than just getting
involved, organizers hope to
teach practical skills that can
improve self-confidence.
"We'll figure out how to write
grants, how to give a speech, how
to write an article, those kinds of
things.’ says Lopez. "Those are
great skills but it's also just so
they can say, ‘wow I can do it:
Lopez himself demonstrates
the distance that self-confidence
can take you. His experience as
an organizer, public speaker and
his communications degree led
him to be one of four finalists in
the Canadas Next Great Prime
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2009 Youth Fusion team at a recent visit to James Lyng High School (left to right): (Back row) Evan Sheres, political science; Jonathan Berke, business; Adam O'Callaghan, music. (Front row) Andrea LeRoyer, recreation; Bonnie
Zehavi, journalism; Gabriel Bran Lopez and Kyle Verboomen, environment. Missing;:Rosemarie D'Cruz, science.

Minister competition.

Recently, interns-and students
from Lyng went to Laval’s
Récréatheque for a casual afternoon of bowling with no other
goal than to have a good time and
bond.
"It really helped foster a sense
of mentoring and to reinforce
they're not just there for an afternoon," he says.
Lopez says the interest shown
in the program has been remark-

able. Organizers received tons of
applications from Concordia students, taking more than three
weeks to sift through them all.
The high school program, in its
inaugural year, has received significant support from many
organizations throughout the
community and Concordia.
"Without
the
help
of
Concordias administration and
the cooperation of the Social
Development Society of the bor-

ough of Ville Marie, none of this
would be possible. I am extremely
grateful for their involvement and
their positive support,” he says.
In the future, organizers are
looking to expand the program
beyond the island of Montreal
and into other high schools in
northern Quebec.

"I'm not saying this project will
solve the drop out rate, but hope-

fully it will contribute positively
to it.”
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God on the airwaves
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ACCOLADES

The convergence of media and religion

The limited theatrical release of Brett Gaylor's RiP: A Remix Manifesto (Journal, Oct. 23, 2008) earned a flurry of media attention from

the Globe and Mail, CBC Radio and the Mirror. Gaylor (BFA 01)
made the documentary to support media-savvy and media-bombarded individuals’ efforts to move from passive consumers to active

Russ COOPER

participants in the re-creation of culture. In the March 5 issue of the
Mirror, Gaylor praised the student remix work he integrated into his

Mel Gibson's The Passion of the
Christ. The 2005 Danish cartoon
controversy involving illustrations
of
the
Prophet
Mohammed. How about ads on
buses stating "God probably
doesn't exist"?
Now more than ever, the
blending of religion and media

film. The Girl Talk concert video remix (below), produced under the

direction of Matt Soar for his COMS 274 class, also found itself on
the Gawker media blog (gawker.com/5168587/youtube-remixerkutiman-may-be-best-mashup-artist-y)

is raising questions. Trying to

make sense of this trend is what
drives Communication Studies
Professor Jeremy Stolow.
"I'm quite keen to develop
public engagement about religion and media. It's really an
underexplored area," he says.
"There's a growing awareness
that religion occupies an
unprecedented place in public
life, but, at least in Canada, this
issue barely exists in the university curriculum. It is a quite
shocking absence if you ask
me."
One of his particular interests
lies in the relationship between
religion and technology and
how religious actors engage
with, and are changed by, evolving technologies.
"Historically, think about the
ways new inventions such as the
telegraph, the camera, the
phonograph
or radio were
viewed as having miraculous
promise, but also as having terrible repercussions,” he says.
"Today, in a time of rapid technological change, we are confronted by a whole new set of
questions about technology and
the religious imagination.”
Getting on top of these issues
is at the top of his list. Stolow is
part ofan international network
of scholars extending the study
of religion and media into a
wide range oftopics such as religion and biotechnology; reli-

gion, art and the museum
world; or religion, media and
the electoral process.
Stolow is excited to foster a
research
culture
here
at
Concordia, hoping to train students and to explore ways to
collaborate with local and international researchers in the
future.
Stolow came to Concordia in
2008 after a five-year stretch at
McMaster. Currently, he's teaching the undergrad COMS 220:
History of Communication and
Media and the graduate-level
COMS 608: History of Media.
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Communications Studies professor Jeremy Stolow on religion in headlines.

In January,
Stolow
was
appointed to the International
Advisory Board of the Center for
Religion and Media at New York
University, a research hub where
he served as a post-doctoral fellow in its inaugural year 2003-04.
One of the few non-US. scholars
in this

non-rotating

appoint-

ment, he's the only member of
the board who's not a full professor at a major research university.

"I was quite surprised by this
invitation,” he says. "Quite
frankly, it's an unprecedented

honour.’
The centre is one of the
world’s leading institutions for
interdisciplinary and cross-cultural scholarship, pedagogy, and
public knowledge of religion

and media, looking in-depth at
the role of religion in public life
and news, and how and why its
transmitted the way it is.
Stolow has recently completed his latest book Orthodox By
Design, a volume 15 years in the
making. The forthcoming book,
with
the
University
of
California Press, closely examines Brooklyn-based ArtScroll,
the largest and most important
Orthodox Jewish publishing
house in the English-speaking
world. His investigation probes
methods ArtScroll has used to
shape the ways readers interact

with the books: how books are
acquired by communities, their
extensive catalogue (which
includes cookbooks, adventure
novels and legal guides), all the
way down to typesetting and
illustrations.
“ArtScroll is a major cultural
force in contemporary Jewish
public culture and it has often
courted controversy as a ‘fundamentalist’ entity, an example of
a more wide-scale ‘slide to the
right’ in Jewish religious life,”
Stolow notes.
His study challenges easy conclusions about the ways socalled religious fundamentalist
messages actually function in
today’s media-rich environment. He argues the public life
of ArtScroll books provides an
instructive
case
study for
exploring how religious movements today are defined by their
efforts to claim authority, manage desire, de-legitimize competitors, win followers, and cul-

tivate a market niche; in this
case, the rapidly growing religious book market.
"The lessons are relevant not
only for modern-day Jewish
society, but for a wide range of
cases in which religion is being
redefined in and through its
engagements
with
modern
media, he says.

Prabir Bhattacharya of CIISE and his research team found their
acclaimed research on a computer image processing system that
detects and classifies human facial expressions (Journal, Sept. 25,
2008) mentioned on the American Society of Mechanical
Engineering web site in their Feb. 2009 online magazine.
“This is only the latest in a long line of attention’, wrote
Bhattacharya. “Actually, this work has been widely covered in the
press in many countries including Canada, India (e.g. in the Eeonomic Times, Indian Express and the Hindu) and U.K. Also, it was reported by the Indian Embassy in Washington DC in their January 2009
magazine?
N\Q/o

Lynn Beavis, coordinator of Concordia University's Faculty of Fine
Arts Gallery since 2005, has been appointed as the new director of
B.C's Richmond Art Gallery. Beavis assumed her new role on March
9. Meanwhile, jake moore has taken over as interim director of the
FOFA Gallery.
N@Qo

Dean of Students Elizabeth Morey has just taken a position as a
university representative on the Board of Directors of Dawson
College. The three-year appointment was made by the Minister of
Education.
Qo

Mathematics
and_ Statistics
Professor Ron Stern has taken
a departure from his impressive
academic publishing career
(with more than 70 research

articles and two graduate level
texts to his credit) to publish
Goldman’ Theorem, a novel
about a superstar professor
whose solution to a famous
mathematical conundrum has
his whole university talking.
The novel will be launched at the downtown Chapters on March 26
at 6 p.m. The book is available in the Concordia bookstore.
~oQo

Richard

Foltz (Religion) has been invited to join the scientific

council of I'Institut Européen des Hautes Etudes Iraniennes. The
council includes representatives from institutions around Europe
who are expected to offer their expertise as needed. The institute
publishes Analytica Iranica, an Iranian studies journal.
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Does digitize mean democratize?
How Google's class action settlement will affect Canadian authors
KAREN

Imagine having over seven million books just a mouse click

away.
As a researcher, you could go
to this digital library, search,
evaluate and print the material.
As a published scholar, think of
all the people who would have

access to your work, even after it
was out ofprint or if it had limited distribution.
“From the point of view of a
researcher, why wouldn't you be
part of a project to digitize material and make it available?” asks
Jocelyn Godolphin, Assistant
Director
of the
Libraries’
Collection Services. “And you get
compensated.
Never
mind
whether you get revenue or not,
your book is exposed, which may
be important

to getting

The settlement urges all authors
to assume they have U.S. copyright. Theoretically, if the settlement is reached later this year,

the resources to do it right.
Unless individuals deliberately
opt out of the class action settlement to retain their own rights,
“Google will have the monopoly
on digital rights, and, in the end,
it's a commercial entity, says
Godolphin.
A New York Review of Books
article last month used the
example of the pricing of academic journals, pointing out
that initially libraries could offer
a wealth of specialized research
to members through subscriptions. And, as_ researchers
depended on that material, and
libraries expanded their collections, publishers realized they
had a captive clientele, and
began to ratchet up their prices.
Many libraries have reduced
their monograph budget from
50 to 25% in an effort to maintain their journal collections.
That trend is reflected in
Concordia’s library acquisitions
records for the last two decades
or so. A similar scenario could
happen with a Google monopoly

63% of all the revenues earned

on digitized book collections.

from certain commercial uses,
such as subscriptions, online

Although the settlement provides for American libraries to
have at least one free dedicated
terminal, since this is a U.S. settlement, “Canadian libraries will
have to subscribe in order to

(publishers and authors).

HERLAND

your

scholarship known?

By now, many people have
heard about the class action settlement Goggle has negotiated
with various representatives of
publishers and authors in the
U.S. Although the final decision
will only be rendered in June, the
facts of the case are straightforward. In 2004, Google began dig-

itizing books on the shelves of
libraries including both Harvard
and Oxford. The next year, a
class action suit was launched
on behalf of copyright holders

Godolphin points out that
although Google might have
defended its actions under U.S.
fair use legislation, it opted to
settle for $125 million.
Within that settlement are
provisions to establish a $34.5
million Book Rights Registry to
defend rights holders. Another
$45 million is available for
claims holders, compensating
them whenever anyone prints,
downloads or otherwise accesses the material beyond the complicated limitations outlined in
the hefty 134-page settlement
plus an additional 15 appendices.
Quite simply, that means
every U.S. copyright holder can
register at www.googlebooksettlement.com
(excluding photographs or books that were not
under U.S. copyright as,
of Jan. 5,
2009) and fill out a claim form.

purchases, advertising and perpage printing, goes to the copyright owners. Google gets the

rest.
And, therein lies the rub:
Google did this first, Google has

provide
Godolphin.

access,”
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What if all these books were a click away?

Engineering students test their bridge-building skills for the 25th year
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Brave Lego figurines test the strength of a model bridge during the 25th
annual CSCE Troitsky Bridge Building competition. On March 6, 29 teams
of engineering students from all over Canada and the U.S. created marvels of bridge engineering prowess out of sticks and string, which have
to measure up (above right) to exacting standard in order to enter the
contest.

What took hours to plan and build took mere seconds to destroy under
the infamous Crusher. According to participants, that’s a terrible ratio
but completely worth it. The Chicoutimi team Les Impontderables took
home the 2009 crown with a maximum load of | 191
kg and a final score
of 119. Second went to the I-Beamers from Ryerson and third went to
McMaster's String Theory. Concordia's Bridgesickles came in fourth.

IMB.
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Senior Writer: Russ Cooper
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The Ellen Gallery opens the vault
KAREN

HERLAND

Michéle Thériault knows having
a strong and focused vision has
been key to the national recognition earned by the Leonard and
Bina Ellen Art Gallery.
As director since 2003, she has
seen funding through the Canada
Council increase by 110% - no
small feat in a time of cutbacks
and financial crisis.
“| think we have established
our reputation as a_ serious
gallery with a focus on contemporary art and recent historical
contemporary practices that are

intellectually

engaging

and

demanding for the audience?

That role was recently underscored during a strategic planning exercise undertaken to chart
the gallery's direction from 2009
to 2014 where artists, professors,
community members, donors,
alumni and administrators met to
discuss the gallery's future. One
outcome was a recommendation
to move governance of the gallery
from the President's Office to the
Office of the Vice-President
Research and Graduate Studies.
According to the gallery's
Strategic Plan (found at ellengallery.concordia.ca) this shift
reflects precedents eisewhere
and will afford the gallery “similar
forms of support as_ those
received by other units that con-

says Thériault.
tribute [to our creative and acaThe gallery continues to hold its
demic mission] in similar ways?
own, being the only of three camThe Ellen Gallery began in the
pus galleries to benefit from such
early 1960s with collections at
a high level of external funding.
both campuses that were later
Unlike the VAV, which presents
merged. In 1992, the gallery was
student work, or the FOFA, which
named in honour of Leonard and
is dedicated to professors, stuBina Ellen, important benefacdents and alumni of the Faculty
tors of the university. Of the 1 700
of Fine Arts, Thériault says the
works currently owned by the
Ellen Gallery focuses on both
gallery, most are Canadian, twoCanadian and international prodimensional and reflect the
fessional artmaking and curating
tastes of their donors.
and is an important presence in
“The collection represents a
Montreal. “More than 50% of our
visitors come from outside the _ kind of history of collecting at
Concordia,’ Thériault explains,
university.
adding that in its current state it
Thériault considers this benefiraises all kinds of questions about
cial to the university by offering a
its relationship to current collectdifferent avenue for people to learn
ing practices.
about Concordia, either by visiting
shows, activities and events, or by
Those questions are eloquently
addressed in the gallery's current
coming across the gallery's publiexhibition, As much as possible
cations in museums and bookshops around the world.
given the time and space allotted,
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Technician Philip Kitt fits the current show’s title in amongst the collection spilling onto the Ellen Gallery’s walls.
The show is open to the general public, adjacent to the LB Atrium, until April 17.

curated by Rebecca Duclos and
David K. Ross. The curators have
developed a way to systematically pull works from the vault with
no consideration for style, medium and provenance and place
them on the gallery walls. Their
approach blurs the distinction

between collection and gallery,
exhibition and storage, private
and public.
“The curators find ways to
problematize a collection that
raises all kinds of issues in terms
of its display and conservation,
says Thériault.
The exhibition itself is a
mapped-out version of that
process. Each day the gallery is
open, students and technicians
will use a plan formulated by the

curators to hang or display as
many works as possible.
"You will have a Claude
Tousignant up next to some littleknown painter of the 20th century, says Thériault.
The show is a clever wink to
how so few works from any collection are ever viewed by the
public. The gallery does have part
of its collection in offices and
boardrooms around the campus.
Those works were photographed,
starkly, in their current locations,
by Ross. These images are rotated
on ascreen in the exhibition.
The works will continue to
come out, jumbling incoherently
on the walls of the gallery until
March 31, the midpoint of the
exhibit and the date of the

vernissage. After that, the works
will be‘taken down and returned
to their storage space, wrapping

up by the end of the show on
April 17. The whole process will
be recorded through time-lapse
video updated weekly on the
gallery's web site...
Thériault wants the gallery to
be recognized for exhibitions that
address important issues in contemporary art and challenge
curatorial practice, collecting
and the role of the gallery itself.
The Canadian and international
artists she has invited to exhibit
over the years have all shared an
intellectual engagment with artmaking and a complexity in their
discourse.

President’s Conference to explore the source of desire
KAREN

HERLAND

You cant always get what you
want. But if you try sometimes,
you just might find you get what
you need.
Knowing what you want is one
thing. Understanding why is
another.
Uncovering what drives people’s desires, physiologically, psychologically,
culturally
and
socially: This is the theme of the
first President’s Conference, slated for April 6.
Understanding Desire will
bring eight of our researchers,
exploring the concept from multiple angles, together in a series
of panel discussions. Each panel
will be directed at a different
audience under a_ different
theme.

This is the first of a planned
two conferences per year coordinated
‘by
Vice-Provost
Teaching and Learning Ollivier
Dyens. The idea developed
while working on the showcase
event that was held alongside
President Judith Woodsworth’s
installation.
“The event was intended to
feature Concordia and show the
internal and external communities all of our achievements in
research and creation,” he says.
"The more we found out, the
more
ambitious
the event
became?
And the less likely it was that
everything could be presented
in a single event. Showcase
planning occurred while VicePresident
Research
and
Graduate
Studies
Louise

Dandurand was identifying key
research areas for the university. The plan developed into a
series of conferences
that
would allow our researchers to
demonstrate their expertise
across disciplines.
The first session of the day
will feature Shimon Amir, Uri
Shalev and Jane Stewart, three
psychology professors involved
in the Centre for ‘Studies in

Behavioral Neurobiology. Each
will present aspects of their
research intended to demonstrate their understanding of the
physiological impulses controlling appetite and addiction.
Beginning at 10 a.m. in the De
Séve Cinema, the session is open
to all members of the Concordia
community.

“It's an opportunity to find out

about the quality of research that
is being done at Concordia;
Dyens says.

In the afternoon, sociologist
Bart Simon from the Technoculture, Arts and Game (TAG) project and the Centre for Research
on Human Development's psychologist Bill Bukowski will
address the addictive aspect of
the internet in youth culture.
The discussion will begin at 1
p.m. in the D.B. Clarke Theatre
and students from a number of
local high schools and CEGEPs
will be invited.
Finally, the evening session
will focus on Self, Sexuality and
Desire. Open to the public, panelists include Jim Pfaus of the

Centre for Studies in Behavioral
Neurobiology who will discuss
his research into sexual desire.

Newly hired sociology professor
Marc LaFrance will present his
research
on _ identity
and
Concordia University Research
Chair Viviane Namaste will discuss her work on HIV/AIDS.
Dyens wants the series to contribute to the broader public
debate on these issues and allow
both panelists and audience to
learn from each other.
In the future, the conferences
may feature the work of students
and staff, as well as professors.
The next conference, slated for
the 2009 homecoming weekend
will likely address human development and commerce, again
from a variety of perspectives
and for multiple audiences.
To keep up to date on conference plans, go to www.concordia.ca/presidentsconferences/
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Japanese art, culture and society
KAREN

HERLAND

For two Fridays in a row,
researchers
discussed
the
impact of popular Japanese culture on society and art in two

separate, but related, symposia.
The March 6 event took a
sociological perspective, while
the March 13 event explored the
impact of anime and manga on
contemporary

artistic practice.

Both panels featured Matthew
Penney, Concordia’s recognized
expert on Japanese popular representations
Jan.

17,

of WWII

2008)

and

(Journal,
Thomas

Lamarre, a McGill researcher
interested in even earlier periods.
Provost David Graham

introduced Anime and Contemporary Japanese Society on March

6 saying the subject, “relates two
themes
at
the
heart
of
Concordia research: Visual and
digital culture and the study of
contemporary global society.
It was the Global Futures
Laboratory,
headed
by
Concordia
Research
Chair
Satoshi
Ikeda, that helped
organize the event. The Japan
Foundation, a sponsor of the
event, announced the donation
of an anime DVD collection to
Concordia’ libraries, a resource
for future scholars.
Jacqueline Berndt of Yokohama
National University presented an

encyclopedic overview of anime
and considered how the private,
fantasy-based and individualized
retro-futuristic world presented
on the screen can relate to social
constructions like politics and art.
“Nineteen-seventies
anime
offers an impression of movement but there are gaps (both in

tives in text and image of graphic
novels can both soften harsh
facts, as in Marjane Satrapi’s
Persopolis, and complicate stories beyond the stereotypical, as
in Gisele Amantea’s The King v.

the visual and the voice) that

Comics,

create a space of in-between-

Culture and Contemporary Art
with Alice Ming Wai Jim, of the
Art History Department.
Hui also invoked the private
nature of anime and manga,
remarking on how she herself

ness and frozen moments,’ she
said. That space offers the viewer the possibility to fill in the
blanks with their own experiences.
It was that same absence that
Joanne Hui, a doctoral student

in Humanities, remarked on,
tracing manga and the graphic
novel to autobiography, especially for immigrant experiences. Hui discussed how
the fragments of memory work and the
parallel narra-

Picariello and Lassandro

(Jour-

nal, May 3, 2007). Hui co-organized the March 13 panel on
Japanese

Popular

returned to the form as relaxation while working on her MFA,
never
imagining
it would
become a feature of her doctoral

research.
It was Kaichiro Morikawa of
Meikai University in Urayasu,
Japan, who drew broad parallels
between the private and the privately public worlds of anime
and manga within Japanese contemporary society. Morkiawa literally mapped Akihabara, the
former Electric City, as now featuring buildings with few windows and blank walls containing a growing number of game
stores, model stores, comic and
anime fanzines. In short, there
are multiple ways for individuals
to collect, build and represent
their fan allegiances. For many,
especially women, that means
rewriting the plots of key storylines and selling fan-produced
comics alongside the official
versions. He contrasted
this enclosed community
with
the
_trans-

Native

this summer.

culture.

He

quoted

Skawennati
Tricia Fragnito,
another
Native
artist
and
Concordia grad he has collaborated with over the years, as saying, “when you tell a story from
an alternative universe, you free
yourself from an assumed way of
thinking”
The afternoon sessions were
sponsored by the Art History
Department and The Gail and
Stephen A. Jarislowsky Institute
for Studies in Canadian Art.

At left, one of a series of drawings from
Joanne Hui’s doctoral project illustrating
‘slice of life’ images of Shanghai through
the circumference of a rice bowl.

Below, host of the March 6 symposium,
Satoshi Ikeda (left) talks with Marc Steinberg,
who spoke on anime figurines and art during
the March 13 symposium. Currently a post-doc at
McGill, Steinberg will join the Faculty of Fine Arts

parent, glass buildings of the
public, consumer-based shopping district.
Meanwhile, Ryan Rice (Journal, May 29, 2008) spoke of the
influence of comics on his own
artistic practice, a discipline
influenced by, among other
things, “the Banana Splits, H.R.
Pufnstuff, Keith Haring and,
most recently, the Powerpuff
Girls”. Much of Rice’s work,
developed
to counter
the
‘racist and romantic ideals’ he
often
confronted
about
Mohawk
culture,
recreates
leaders of his community as
lunchbox heros in the Idol Wild
series or simply features the
exploits of cartoon characters
representing the Turtle, Bear
and Wolf clans.
In his lecture, he remarked he
wanted to borrow the marginalized imagery of comics to comment on the marginalizatinon of

SP

Vv

Below, a shop in Akihabara offers a variety of

maid costumes for those who want to explore
their favourite characters’ lives from the inside out
through cosplay.
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CLASSACTION
IMCA 330: “The confluence of art and life”
Russ COOPER

In or out of the classroom, bringing art forms together is what
IMCA 330 is all about. Well,
that... and having fun.
The studio/seminar class, situated in the Intermedia and Cyber
Arts program, is an investigation

into an interdisciplinary
proach to art practices.

ap-

"The thing that ties it together
overall is performance art and
using the body as a performance
material to make art with,” says
teacher Lorraine Oades.
Now in its third year, this year's
class of 17 is a mix of students
from theatre, dance and music as
well as some computation arts.
Studio Arts Professor Leila Sujir
has taught the class every year,
but is splitting terms this year
with Oades.

"Students

come

from

many

different disciplines with different ways of learning. This is
where they're encouraged to forget about some of the traditions
they might have inherited and

really play,” says Sujir.
"There's an idea of engaging
with the public directly,’ says
Oades. "We're trying to encourage exploration between the confluence of art and life.”
That
coursed
convergence
right into la Sala Rossa on Blvd.
St.

Laurent

on

March

17.

Presenting
the idiosyncratic
work created in class, students
presented Cabaret Exquis, a fivehour spectacle of continuous
intermedia and performance art
of 20 artists encompassing
sound art, dance, video and
robotics.

Suffering a bit of a rocky start
due to some faulty computers
during the first act, Cabaret didn't take long to charm the crowd.
All eyes and ears were absorbed
with Monica Coquoz and Diego
Poblete as they emerged dressed
in grandiose garb, launching into
Opera Buffa, their voice and theatre exploration, "because anything can become an opera..."
according to the show's program.

For Claudia Chan-Tak’s interpretation, entitled Vicious Circles, audience members stood
and gathered in the centre of the
room to watch the dancer
solemnly add movement to com-

pliment a poem played over the
sound system.

Noteworthy for a number of
reasons was the project of Craig
Fahner, who is created a percussion system that uses a pneumat-

ics to sense his heartbeat which
activates a drum kit to accompany him as he plays piano. His performance, powerful in its projection, was an amazing example of
the fusion between technology,

music and performance.
"The interesting thing is that
all the work is hard to define.
That's what makes it so exciting,”
says

contemporary

dance

stu-

dent Julia Thomas.

Thomas, now in her final year,
was part of the two-dancer collaboration, Open Your Heart, Willie, and Love. The show (incorporating dance, video projections,
live drawing and sound) is
named after the morning mantra
of country singer Willie Nelson
as he looks himself in the mirror
— a custom strangely befitting an

Manufacturing tears by Maria Kefirova

intermedia movement.

The idea for Cabaret branched
from a November project named
Five-minute
interventions
in
which intermedia students had
five minutes to react to the EV
Building architecture and transform it in an artistic fashion (See
Journal, Jan 29 2009). Poblete, an

employee at La Sala Rossa, proan
version.
extended

posed

Classmates and teachers loved
the idea and the show was set
into motion.
"Everyone in the class has
knowledge of different media,
but what comes out is in
between them all,” says Thomas.
"It's refreshing because you can
really produce something that
hasn't been produced yet. There's
really no limit in what you can
do.”
"Because were in intermedia
and cyber arts, we really encourage technology,’ says Sujir.
Always looking to improve the
class, Sujir explains that this year
she and Oades scaled back the
demanding workload from previous years. Regardless of the
amount of course work, Sujir has

been consistently impressed
with her students throughout
the class’ history.
"I found students so committed and I've found the students
come up with really strong work,”
she says.
hee

ae

:

Craig Fahner plays his pneumatic heart sensor-driven drum kit

<
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Fibres program shows its stuff.
KAREN HERLAND

Fibre arts students are weaving
the interests and messages of
contemporary

art

practice

through a different medium.
That's how third-year student
Emma Dalziel describes the
work of the small band of fibre
arts majors. She adds she often
finds it difficult to explain how
the work crosses disciplines and
challenges expectations by combining contemporary concepts,
“while referencing the history of
textiles.
With April devoted to fibres
and textiles in Montreal there are
a lot of activities planned. The
publication Art Textiles of the
World: Canada will launch next
month featuring the work of professors
Ingrid
Bachmann,
Barbara Layne, Patrick Traer and
part-time
faculty
member
Barbara Todd.
The department continues to
grow and is currently the largest
graduate level program
in
Canada.
Dalziel is one of a handful of
students who revived the Fibres
Students Association three years
ago when the extant members
graduated en masse.
“I thought it would be a good
way to connect with other people;
said Dalziel. The experience was

and runs
until March
21
(www.artdiagonale.org).
This is also the first year that
the students turned to an all-faculty jury to assess the 30-odd submissions for the show and narrow
them down to 13 exhibitors. The
student's work was chosen by J.
Penney Burton, Niki Mulder and
new
faculty member
Kelly
Thompson.
“It definitely felt good to submit
my work at last this year and to
have it selected by a faculty-only
jury; Santoni said.
Burton's inaugural course on
the History of Canadian Fibre Art
last fall offered an entirely different opportunity to 68 students.
Burton used her connection
with Fibre Arts Quarterly, an
online journal, to submit some of
the undergraduate
students’
work.
Nine of the students had their
reviews of contemporary fibre
31d arts shows selected for inclusion.
O1OHd
“I knew what I had written
Above are some of the materials used by fibres students to weave their perspectives on contemporary art conmust have been ok, since it was
cerns.

guided by then-LTA Mary Suiyee
Wong. Wong put the students in
touch with the director of

Diagonale, Quebec’ fibre and textile arts gallery. That led to an endof-year show at the gallery, the first
opportunity for many students to
show their work off campus.

“There are tons of opportuni-

This year is my first time, I finally felt ready to present work out-

student association three years
ago along with Dalziel.
The show has become an
annual feature at Diagonale and
this is the third time both
Santoni and Dalziel have helped

side of the classroom,’ said Tessa

organize

ties for students to show their
work at Concordia, but I have
been slow and tentative about it.

Santoni, who. got involved in the

it.
Reprise
au
cotton/Darn opened on March 7

selected, but I was still nervous;
said student Allison Book, who
got the news on Jan. 1, “It was a
great way to start the year?
The reviews, in English and
French, cover a range of shows,
including an exhibition of fibres
graduate Andrea Vander Kooij’s
work.

Students consider the historical significance of place
KAREN

HERLAND

A flurry of student-organized
conferences involving sociology,
anthropology,
ethnography,
geography and the arts were held
at Concordia throughout the
month of March focusing on
place as a key component of
research and the making of
meaning.

The fourteenth edition of
History in the Making was no
exception. As the conference's
call for submissions suggested:
“The careful consideration of the
ephemeral and dynamic meanings of places has drawn questions regarding place creation
and attachment into the realm of
historical study:
Undergraduate
students
Bryan
James
Gordon
and
Morgan Bell chose to fuse their
current experiences in Montreal
with an historical investigation
of the meaning of place by studying the community reaction to

the proposed name change of
Parc Avenue to Avenue Robert
Bourassa launched by the city in
2006. Community attachment to

periods), the area is most
marked by its relationship to the
Greek community. Although
members of the Greek communithe existing name raised a ty are now more likely to live in
groundswell of protest that eventhe suburbs, the connection
tually squashed plans to rename
remains strong.
the street after the former provinJessica J. Mills is doing her
cial premier.
graduate research on the conGordon, who was working ina - struction of community in Point
depanneur in the neighbourSaint Charles. In particular, she’s
hood at the time, was able to comparing sometimes compettrack the headlines in the newsing narratives maintained by the
papers in the shop, and client
local historical society, literary
reaction to them. He became
works and online communities.
interested in, “what makes a
Working with a number of
place belong to a group of peoinformants, Mills is exploring
ple” and the inter-relationship
these diverse narratives using
between place and communityoral history as the framework for
building.
her research. Many times, indiIn particular, the pair focused
viduals’ stories do not line up
on the Greek community's relawith official histories.
tionship to a neighbourhood as
“Youre often faced with concentral
to
their
identity.
flicting information, and you
Interestingly, although other
balance it the best way you can,’
communities have migrated to she says.
the area (for instance, Irish and
Mills hopes her final project
Jewish immigrants at different
will include walking tours, as

This map, dating from the middle of the 19th century, is a tool to help
determine how boundaries affect sense of community.

well as a research thesis. She's
aware that institutional requirements and community require-

ments don't always line up.
“Ultimately, I don’t feel I'll be
able to please everyone”
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Students publish the stories of the city
Tamara Tashi McCarthy of her

KAREN HERLAND

- chapter on Montreal's two soli-

Audre Lorde once wrote that
there were many rooms in her
father's house. By the same
token,
students
in Sima
Aprahamian’s undergraduate
anthropology field research
class learn there are many communities in this city. For the
fourth time, those stories have
been published in a book.
Over the two-semester ANTH
315, students are expected to
identify a community and conduct field research according to
the methodologies discussed
during their first term.
“I tell them to start with the
thing
they
know _ best,
Aprahamian says of the course
she is teaching for the second
year in a row. “I ask them what
is of interest to them and what
they want to know more about?
This becomes one of the first
lessons in the required class.
“All field work is based on relationships. You can't do anything if you don’t have a rapport with your subjects.’
With that in mind, students
identify a subculture, community or group they legitimately
want to know more about. The
stakes are high, since a handful
of the 65 or so students will find
themselves published authors
at the end of the line.
On March 13, ten of them
presented
the
results
of
research they completed in

tudes that was inspired by her
own experience coming here to
study
from
elsewhere
in
Canada. “But now that I see the
book, I remember all the hard
work that everyone put into it.”
McCarthy was one of the students who translated the 40page paper she submitted into
a 12-page chapter, in a back
and forth dialogue with the
class's editorial board. “I had to
pick out what was most important, and the point I wanted to
get across.
The book's editors, Martha A.
Elvir Prieto, Ya-Ling Fan, Sarah
Orr,
Miriana
Vetere
and
Nirmala Bains, undertook a
major task getting McCarthy,
and the other contributors
to published
from student
author.

They first got together at the
end of the class in April 2008 to
coordinate the project. “I was
really naive, I thought we could
produce the book in the fall?
recalls Elvir, who like Fan and

Vetere were among the selected
authors, although they did not
know that going into the project.
Bains, one of the course's TAs
(along with Orr) took on editor
Elisabeth Callahan presented an ethnographic photo essay of tattoos.

April 2008 in Stories from Montreal 4, at a launch party that
kicked off the Sociology and
Anthropology’s annual confer-

ence Spaces/Espaces.
“[ had almost forgotten about
it. This was a project that start-

ed two Septembers ago, said

duties. “As an outsider, she
helped put things in perspective,’ said Elvir.
“At first, we had to learn how
to communicate with each
other, recalled Bains. The

group coordinated who would
determine content, communicate with authors, fundraise the
$7 000 or so needed to publish
the work and coordinate layout
and design.
The final selections range
from Elvir’s study of mothers
and their children in her local
park to Catherine Kendler’s
study on dumpster divers and
Fan's auto-ethnography
on
community in the library.
Although the pieces were all
produced in the same class, the
final products represented a
range of styles. “Rayah AlMashal had literary vignettes in
her piece [about Arab Muslim
women],

and

Elisabeth

Callahan's study of tattoo culture was a photo essay, said
Bains.

Most of the work on the volume, including Aprahamian’s,
was entirely voluntary. “There
were days when my inbox had
15 messages from Stories and
five from everyone else. It took

over for a while,’ said Bains.
Funds
were
provided
through the CSU, the Arts and
Science
Federation
of

Associations, the Concordia
Council on Student Life, the
Sociology and Anthropology
Student Union and the Alumni
Association.
The committee for Stories
from Montreal 5 has already
begun meeting to get started
on next year's project.

Study In Action links students and community activism
Russ COOPER

To make a difference in our
community, it takes discussion
and action.
The third annual Study In
Action conference, held from
March 13 to 15, helped create
links between students and

community groups.
"There's often a strong sense
that the university is separate
from real life,” says coordinator
Nathalie Cohen. "With the conference, [student] work is connected with something actually
happening in the community. It
gives them the opportunity to
connect and make a difference."
This year, the conference
focused
on
the _ theme,
Occupation and Resistance. The
conference took an earlier time
slot this year rather than the
regular April spot to avoid con-

dispute between CN and the
Tyendinaga Mohawk nation of
Eastern Ontario.
Three years ago, Study in
Action was started by a group of
students from the Simone de

renowned author and teacher
Lee Maracle, writer and community worker Zainab Amadahy,
and respected Montreal community leaders Sarita Ahooja and
Helen Hudson.
"All the panelists are connected to the theme and connected
to community activism,” states
Cohen, pointing out Ahooja and

Building featuring artwork from
four fine arts students. One display was even a performancebased piece in which clay sculptures were made with the help of
audience members.
What was an idea borne from
the first Study In Action confer-

"very broad,” according to
Cohen.
This year's theme
allowed for the invitation of
panelists with a refined area of

Hudson
both
attended
Concordia
and are former
QPIRG coordinators.

expertise with the hope of drawing out more pointed discussion.
"There are plenty of places for

panels

graduate students to showcase
their work, but not many for
undergrads,” she says. "This is a
consistent space for undergrads
to get their work out there.”

public space, indigenous world-

aboard during the second year.
Barely finished this year's conExchange (Journal Oct. 9, 2008), ©
ference, Cohen is already looking
a database linking students
to the future. She's encouraging
seeking to make a difference
professors and students to check
through their academic efforts
out
CURE
(qpirgconcordia.
with local projects needing
org/cure) or become involved in
research expertise. Two projects
QPIRG
and
community
presented at this year's conferactivism.
ence came directly from the
"Hopefully, the conference will
links made through CURE:
grow into a Montreal and
"Poverty and Quebec Public
Montreal university staple, and
Policy - A Critical Discourse,’
continue to strengthen the link
and
"Canadian
National
between community activism
Railway: Canadian National
and students.”
Colonizer,’ which examined the

flicts with exams - a move
organizers hoped would help
participants concentrate on the
flow of creative dialogue rather
than a looming final.
Along with the new spot on
the calendar, organizers decided
to narrow the focus of the event.
The theme of 2008's conference,
Environmental

Justice,

was

On March 13 at the De Séve
Cinema, the conference hosted

On March 14 and 15a series of
and discussions were
held, exploring a myriad of topics such as militarization and
the university, decriminalizing
view for allies and hip hop education.
What's more, for the first time
in the conference's history, there
was a vernissage for an exhibition on the 7th floor of the Hall

ence is now coming to fruition:
The
establishment
of the
Community University Research

Beauvoir Institute and McGill.
After its first year, organizers felt
it would benefit from the involvement

of

QPIRG,

who

came
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Course

evaluations

R4 Waste Audit

essential for profs
KAREN

HERLAND

of the

student's

mood

and

impact.

Anyone who has ever been a student remembers the shiver of
fear provoked by what might be
sitting in an office somewhere as
part of their ‘permanent record’.
Few students realize that professors are equally concerned
about the content of their teaching evaluations.
Students know the marks they
receive will determine what
classes they can take next term,
what schools they can apply to
for their next degree and even
what jobs they may be eligible for
down the line.
“Evaluations are taken very
seriously. They are used by
department chairs, personnel
and hiring committees and considered in dossiers when professors are hired, promoted or
granted tenure, says Ollivier
Dyens, Vice-Provost Teaching
and Learning Services. “More
than that, professors want to
know what's happened in a class
so they can improve.
Traditionally, the information
was collected from students in 15
minutes at the end of a class. The
assumption was that a random
selection of students present,
answering a stock set of questions, would provide a snapshot

Two years ago, online evaluations were adopted on a Facultyby-Faculty basis. Initial fears
related to self-selected participation and a concern that only students with an axe to grind would
bother to fill them out. Also,
since the participation was virtu-

al, questions were raised about
whether students would be filling out multiple evaluations or
evaluating professors they had
not actually studied with.
“Most of those fears proved to

be wrong,’ Dyens says. With little
qualitative difference between
the paper and online results, it
doesn't appear that negative feelings are affecting the new system
nor driving student participation.
However, participation has

dropped. The university has seen
an overall 13% drop in participation and 30% for the Faculty of
Fine Arts.
Dyens is convinced lacklustre
participation

rates

are

more

directly linked to students’ conviction the results of an evaluation process have no bearing on a
professor's career. He is currently
involved in a campaign across

the university to counter the misconception.

“Participation rates need to be
high. We can't get a good feeling
about what is going on in the
classroom unless they are; he
explains.
Dyens wants students to know
the university guarantees their
anonymity. Although some material is tagged so students cannot
evaluate the same course multiple times, the information linking them to their comments is
destroyed well before the professor sees the evaluations.
While departmental chairs
and administrators see the quantitative results of the evaluations,
only professors see the comments they receive.
He feels it is part of a student's
responsibility, both for their own
education and that for the cohort
coming after them, to fill out
evaluations in a way that helps
the professor improve the course
and their pedagogy.
Dyens adds that although
teaching evaluations figure in the
collective agreements of faculty
members, there are currently
eight different evaluations being
used with even the same ques-

tion posed differently between
them. He would like to see a standardized way for students to
communicate whether learning
objectives were met.

SSAY
¥3d00)

Laura Beach holds up a mysterious piece of something during the fifth
annual waste audit. Over three days, students and volunteers sorted the

contents of garbage receptacles to gather general information about our

habits in regards to waste.
R4 collected waste from 115 sampling points (classrooms, hallways,
labs, etc.) from both campuses. The waste was sorted into 20 different
categories of waste (organic waste, coffee cups, water bottles, etc).
Different from 2008’s audit which measured only glass/metal/plastic
recycling habits across the university, organizers decided this year’s
audit should be broader in scope to provide information for the
renewal of Concordia's Ici on Recycle designation in 2010.
“We want to know how much we’re improving, how we’re performing
and how much we’re diverting from the landfill,” says R4 Environmental
Coordinator Louise Hénault-Ethier.
The water bottles recovered from the audit will be built into a ‘tower
of consumption’ to be displayed on the Sir George campus as part of
World Water Week, March 20 to 27. TAPthirst, a McGill/Concordia QPIRG

joint project, will be holding a series of events to raise awareness about
water use. For information, email Laura Beach at tapthirst@gmail.com.

Empty Bowls
2009
Second-year studio arts student
Julia Colley (left) and Empty Bowls
coordinator Ryan Oberfield withsome of the bowls sold during this
year’s event on March 18. Both
Colley and Oberfield crafted handmade works for the effort.
Now in its seventh year, the
project combines ceramic art and
humanitarian action to raise
awareness about hunger in our
community. As in past years,
organizers sold the student-made
bowls filled with soup to raise
funds for Santropol Roulant, a
non-profit
meals-on-wheels
organization dedicated to reducing
the isolation of seniors from their
community. As well, some money
collected will go towards an
orphanage in Tanzania.
This year, the project had 150
bowls produced by over 60
different students for sale. Prices
ranged from $5 to $20.
“Last year, we raised about

$2

000, but because we have more
bowls and we paid a lot more
attention to the quality of the
bowls themselves, we’re hoping to
SSNY pass $3 000,” says Oberfield.
¥3d00)
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The series continues with Patrick J. Daneen from Princeton and Georgetown Universities on
“Conservatism as Conservation" on Thurs., Mar. 19 at 4 p.m. in H 1220.

French media as “the headscarf controversies” and led to a 2004 law banning Muslim students
from wearing the hijab (headscarf) in public elementary and high schools in France. Her talk,
"Cover-up: French Gender Equality and the Islamic Headscarf" will take place Wed., March 25
at 7 p.m. in the D.B. Clarke Theatre. To register for the graduate student seminar the following
day, email Chantal Nadeau at nadch@alcor.concordia.ca

Our neighbours’ faith

Untold Histories: Making home in Montreal

Political Theory Speaker Series

Multi-faith Chaplaincy invites you to find out what Unitarians are all about. Lively discussion
and refreshments are promised. Thurs., March 19 at the Unitarian Church of Montreal, 5035
De Maisonneuve Blvd. W., from 7 to 9 p.m. For more: intfaith@concordia.ca

Dance students perform Spirale
Choreographed and performed by first-year contemporary dance students, the performances will
be in the TJ annex - 3rd floor black box. Tickets are $5 sold only at the door. Open to the public
but seating is limited. Thurs., March 19 to Sat., March 21 at 8 p.m. Performances vary each night.

Violence Against Journalists in Latin America
UQAM is hosting a conference on Violence Against Journalists in Latin Americas on Thurs.,

March 19 at 6 p.m. in the Coeur des sciences, 175 President-Kennedy Ave. Speakers include
Hollman Morris, Ingrid Bejerman and moderator Dennis Trudeau. This event will be in
English and is organized in collaboration with Reporters without Borders Canada.

From Wed., March 25 to Sat., March 28, the Teesri Duniya Theatre will present Untold Histories: courageous life stories of making home anew in Montreal. The presentations by artists
from a multitude of ethnicities will take form as theatrical performances, storytelling, poetry,
music, and film. Teesri Duniya Theatre is dedicated to producing socially and politically relevant theatre to promote intercultural dialogue. Untold Histories is a part of the CURA project:
www.lifestoriesmontreal.ca, Admission is pay-as-you-can, performances start at 7:30 p.m..
www.teesriduniya.com

The Meaning of Art
Sandra Paikowsky (Art History) is the 2009 Honoree of the Jewish Womans History Week Shabbaton

at Temple Emanuel Beth-Sholom. She will speak on "The Meaning of Art” at the Shabbat Service Fri.,
March 27 at 8:15 p.m. and again the next day after lunch following the 10:30 a.m. service on, "What

Does It Mean to Be a Canadian Art Historian.” The Temple is located at

Raw/Medium

Student Parent Network Official Opening
Student parents at Concordia are invited to the official opening of the Concordia University
Student Parent Network Office on Fri., March 20 to view the facilties. This informal event will
be held from 1 to 3 p.m. in K 200, 2150 Bishop St. Lunch and beverages will be provided. For
more information contact ext. 5954 or cusp@alcor.concordia.ca

4100 Sherbrooke St. W.,

Westmount. For information and lunch reservations, call Nina Glick, 514-482-9287.

Rare/Well Done

The FOFA Gallery will be showcasing the works of current and former students, faculty and
staff of the Ceramics program from in an exhibition titled, Raw/Medium Rare/Weill Done from
Mon., March 23 until April 17. Admission is free. A vernissage will be held Thurs., Mar. 26. See
fofagallery.concordia.ca or call ext. 7962 for details.

Ceramic symposium

Creating Successful Food Innovations
On Fri., March 20 at 2 p.m. in EV 1.615, Howard Moscowitz will illustrate how food developers
gain insight into their customers’ food-related needs and apply such findings to improve product development. He is a pioneer in sensory research and has enabled the interrelation of
products, concepts, consumers, experts and physical test instruments with an eye towards
product optimization. The lecture is a collaboration of the Food Culture Research Group
(funded by CISSC) and the Department of Marketing.

Cinema Politica
At Cinema Politica, March 23 is "Why Democracy?" night. Showing first is Please Vote for Me,
based on elections for class monitor in an elementary school in China, and then My Dinner
With the President, which focuses on. democracy in Pakistan.

On March 30, Bevel Up: Drugs, Users and Outreach Nursing in Vancouver's East Side, a documentary
about addicitons, and Carts ofDarkness. Films start at 7:30 p.m. in H 110. Admission is by donation.

University of the Streets Café

On March 27, a ceramics symposium, held in conjunction with the Raw/Medium, Rare/Well
Done exhibition at the FOFA Gallery, will feature presentations by individual guests with an
approach that is particular to their field of research and art practice. The presentations will be
followed by a panel discussion. Admission is free but registration is required. Contact Kit
Griffin at kit.griffin@concordia.ca to pre-register.

Writers Read: John Mighton
On Mon., March 30, award-winning playwright and mathematician John Mighton will read
from his work at 7:30 p.m. in the York Amphitheatre, EV 1.605. Mighton will also hold a Master
Class the following day, for which a registration sheet appears on the door of LB 683-7.

City of Wine/Oedipus
Oedipus is the fifth play in the seven-play cycle, City of Wine. The Department of Theatre takes
a fresh look at this ancient myth with original music and multi-media design. Shows, in the
FC. Smith Auditorium (under the Loyola Chapel), will be held on April 2, 3 and 4 at 8 p.m. and
on April 5 at 2 p.m. Tickets, available at the Concert Hall only, are $10 for adults, $5 for stu-

The series called "A Question of Economics” continues with "Who Owns the Economy?” on

Tues., March 24 and "How does the economy fit into the environment?" on Wed., March 25,
both at Le Social, 1445 Bishop from 7 to 9 p.m. On Thurs., March 26, "Rooted in History: Aren't
we all a little Irish?" from 1:30 to 4 pm at the McCerd Museum, 690 Sherbrooke W. For more
information visit anivcafe.concordia.ca or email univcafe@concordia.ca.

Islamic Headscarf Controversies
Drawing on the research of her most recent book, renowned historian Joan Wallach Scott will
examine the complex issues of race, religion, politics, and sexuality that coalesced in the

dents and seniors.

Study Italian in Florence
Alumna Josée Di Sano has organized four-week summer classes for over 20 years at the
Michaelangelo Language School. There are six levels of language courses, from beginners to
advanced, plus cultural excursions and interest courses in cooking, drawing, sculpture and
photography. Students live independently in Florence and take public transit to class. The
price of $1,500 includes lessons and accommodation. The deadline to register is Wed., April
15. For more information, contact 514-488-1778 or studyitalian@hotmail.com

NOMINATIONS FOR SPRING 2009 CONVOCATION MEDALS & AWARDS
The Office of the Registrar is soliciting nominations for the Spring 2009 Convocation non-academic medals and awards.
Graduating
students from Fall '08 & Spring The First Graduating
Class Award is pre‘09 may be nominated for the following
sented to a person or group who has
medals:
:
made the most innovative contribution,
¢ The Concordia Medal

either academic or extracurricular,
to uni-

* The Malone Medal

versity life. Itis open to allmembersof
the university community.

¢ The O'Brien Medal

* The Stanley G. French Medal

Nomination forms and the criteria for
each medal and/or award are available

from the Dean of Students Offices (S-H
637 and L-AD 121), the Birks Student
Service Centre (S-LB-185) or your Faculty
Council Secretary.

The deadline for all nominations is March
31, 2009, to the Office of the Registrar,
Enrolment Services, S-LB 700, Attention:
H. Albert.

Safety Newsletter
A new safety awareness newsletter is
being distributed on campus thanks to

a joint initiative between the Security
Department and the Dean of Students
Office.

You

can

download

the

newsletter in English or in French from
news.concordia.ca
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Stingers season ends on national stage
DANIEL

RODRIGUES

choreographed dance, all speed

and agility,’ she wrote. To read the
president's full account of the

After winning the Quebec title,
the men's hoops team was front
and centre among the nation's
top eight teams at the Canadian
version of March Madness this
past weekend in Ottawa.
Despite giving it the ol’ college
try, the seventh-seeded Stingers,
led by Concordia’s talented
Buckley brothers Dwayne and
Damian, ended their season in
the opening round after a loss to
second-seeded
University of
Calgary Dinos 76-67.

tournament,

With the loss, the dream of a
national championship ended
and the Stingers were relegated

to the consolation side of the
competition.
Overcome with
emotion the Stingers held -their
heads high as they walked off the
court, displaying the pride and
the class of true champions.

Stingers star Damian Buckley drives to the bucket against the Calgary Dinos.

“It has been a great experience

for the last five years and this is

made the trip to Ottawa to support

for me; said a tearful Dwayne
Buckley following the game. “Not
only a great experience as a player but as a person as well. I was
proud to wear the Stinger colours

something I can’t replace”
Chiming in with the loud
ScotiaBank Place crowd of numerous Stinger fans was President

our team and to reflect her own

Judith Woodsworth. Woodsworth

floor was like watching a superbly

perspective
Hoop Blog.

in the

President's

"Watching them out on the

visit president.concordia.ca.
The Stinger pride was on display once again as the team
defeated
the
sixth-seeded
Dalhousie 76-61 on Saturday to
earn a spot in the consolation
final and one last game for three
seniors, Dwayne Buckley, Jamal
Gallier and Levi Vann.
The final game of the 2008-09
season saw Concordia square off
against the Ottawa Gee-Gees,
the fifth-ranked team at the
competition.
In their final game, both
Dwayne Buckley and Gallier
scored 15 points. Vann, who had
been hampered by an ankle
SIVNVHD
38nd
injury all season, watched his last
game from the sideline.
When the final buzzer sounded, the scoreboard favored the
Gee-Gees 83-76. The Stingers
took the opportunity to look back
on what was a remarkable season, and for their three graduates,
remarkable careers.

Head coach John Dore'’s team

gained entry to the Canadian
Interuniversity Sport Final 8 tournament on the strength of its
Quebec
conference
championship; a 79-76 victory over the
UQAM Citadins on March 5,
“I was the guy that always
played hard;
said Dwayne
Buckley when asked how his
team and coaches would remember him. “I always gave 100%,
Damian, the younger of the
Buckley brothers, is considered
by many to be one of the best
guards in Canada. This season,
he was QSSF MVP and a finalist

for the Mike Moser Memorial
Trophy, awarded annually to
the nation’s best university
player. His play also led to his

selection as a first team AllCanadian, one of only five in
CIS men’s basketball.
“Damian is our quarterback
and leader on the floor,’ said
Stingers head coach John Dore.
“He's very athletic and a very
smart player. He's had a big
impact on our team, the conference and the CIS.”
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Vincent Liu Man Hin, who graduated from human environment and geography in 2001, fell for the sight of the EV Building during a return trip to Montreal in October 2007. If you
have a snappy shot of Concordia, post your pictures on www.flickr.com/groups/concordiapicks and see it here. We want pictures that'll make us swoon!

